Desperate times calls for desperate measures. Whether times are desperate or not is not up me to speculate in. Undoubtedly, we have a serious situation when social functions are closing, layoff notices are rising, and alarm reports trigger each other. Nothing overshadows the reporting of Covid-19 – All over the world!

My only advice to everyone is: Follow the recommendations given!

Comming/Ongoing activities w13-14

Overall Campus
Given prevailing circumstances as a result of Covid-19, Akademiska Hus continues its work on contingency plans to ensure a basic delivery to our customers, which means that we have continued dialogues with Entrepreneurs about their staffing situation, we review our staffing.

What you will notice is that we are not as accessible in the buildings, but we are available by phone, mail or video meeting.

Outdoor environment
A lot of work is ongoing, mainly along Vintergatan south of Regnbågsallén. We apologize for the disturbance and appeal that everyone respects the barriers.

Regnbågsallén
In the coming weeks, work on renovating stormwater pipes will continue from Regnbågsallén down to Universitetsvägen. Passages are referred to alternative walkways, follow orange location signs. Excavation south of Universitetsvägen down to Pussen will start during week 13.

A/α-house
The indoor environment investigation in the A-house will continue during week 13 with concrete drill samples in ground floor and basement. The drilling will be done after 16 o’clock.

B/β-house
Nothing to report.

C-house
During week 17, we plan to carry out maintenance work with an electric switchgear in House C, we are currently working with the affected businesses to ensure that this interruption causes minimal disruption. One step in this is that we implement the planned power shut off during the night.
The affected areas of Campus are House C, S-Pavilion and Polstjärnan. More information will come regarding this work.

Week 13, groundwork begins before the establishment of the U- and V-pavilions between the C-house and Polstjärnan to move a ground cabinet during week 14. The initial groundwork consists of tree felling, thaw melting and uncover of power cables. When the ground cabinet is moved, Polstjärnan will be without electricity during Thursday week 14. Information about this is provided separately to the affected parties. The work area will be fenced during week 13 see attached APD plan below.

D-house
Nothing to report.

E-house
Nothing to report.

F-house
The installation of T-pavilion, stage 2 is complete and we thank you for your consideration. In the coming weeks, indoor work and façade completions await. Façade complements between the pavilion and the F-house are given priority. While these works are in progress, the groundwork will be completed to be able to install stage 3 in a few weeks. Groundwork takes place only within the work area. The waste rooms at entrance F16 and F18 are open as usual from v.13.

Students House
Nothing to report.